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*We are away from the store and each order will be dispatched at the end of January.*

sold

This series of photographs which are simple and humane, bring to light the atmosphere and shows the psychie approach under which war was met in one of our Provinces. While these photographs are true to facts, the spirit here is not of propaganda but rather one of honesty, of the calibre which always has characterized our endeavours and accomplishments throughout History, with due regards to military security, they represent our war! They show our soldiers in action, at sea, on land, and in the air, the white and the black alike, in spontaneous communion of sacrifice and devotion to the cause; the armed forces and the civil population united in an honest cooperation, and in an atmosphere free from any racial and religious discrimination.

Extract of "The Unknow War of Angola"
more books tagged »Portugal« | >> see all

- **CRUZ NEGRA o el SUMARIO de la CONSPIRACIÓN CONTRA LÍBANO**
  by Collectif
  sold
- Portugal livre: 20 Fotógrafos da imprensa contam tudo sobre ...  
  by Collectif  
  Euro 150

- As Paredes em liberdade  
  by José Marques  
  sold

- Murais de Abril 1974  
  by João Mário Mascarenhas  
  sold

- Portugal ano um da revolução  
  by Collectif  
  Euro 250

- DA RESISTÊNCIA À LIBERTAÇÃO  
  by Sérgio Guimarães  
  Euro 400

more books tagged »war« | >> see all
- **Telex Persan**
  by Gilles Peress
  sold

- **Silent Histories**
  by Kasuma Obara
  Euro 62

- **ABC de la guerre**
  by Bertold Brecht
  sold

- **Kosovo, 1999-2000 : The flight of reason**
  by Paolo Pellegrin
  sold

- **Disco Night Sept 11**
  by Peter van Agtmael
  Euro 80
Guerre du peuple
by Armand Deriaz
sold

more books tagged »angola« | >> see all

Resistencia Popular Generalizada
by Collectif
sold

ETNOGRAFIA ANGOLANA
by Fernando Mouta
sold
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